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A B S T R A C T  
Today, business is moving rapidly towards web technologies due to their portability, 
efficiency and multi-platform compatibility. Web technologies are impacting the way of 
businesses and their management. It is very difficult to manage many business relationships 
manually or even using some desktop application because there are multiple and distributed 
users. Using web based systems it’s easy to manage distant users and speed-up business 
transactions. This project has produced a web based system which aims to make the 
business transactions speedy, easy to execute, and reliable. 
This report presents the importance of web based systems in modern world and provides the 
mechanism that how business-to-business e-commerce solutions work. Specifically the 
report discusses the Brandlink Business to Business e-commerce solution which is kind of a 
complete management system facilitating manufacturers/brands and sellers/retailers to do 
business transactions between them through a web based e-commerce system. It also 
addresses the important development phases, resulting outcomes, and technical description 
of different sections of the Brandlink B2B solution (supplier/brand, store/retailer, and 
admin).  
A formalized specification of the requirements is developed keeping the documentation 
simple and clear. Testing of solution is performed at the component level and bugs appeared 
during testing are listed in this report. The end product is a complete web based B2B 
ecommerce system able to be deployed in real environment. The solution reduces the 
transaction processing time & cost, improves efficiency, and provides reliability compared 
to manual business transactions. 
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1 .  C H A P T E R  1 :  I N T R O D U C T I O N  &  O B J E C T I V E S  
1.1. Introduction to Brandlink 
Brandlink AB is a third party who provides e-commerce services (Electronic commerce, 
commonly known as e-commerce, consists of the buying and selling products or services 
over electronic systems such as the internet and other computer networks). Brandlink AB 
needed a web-based e-commerce system to automate the manual business between different 
Suppliers/Brands and Stores/Retailers.  
The features required in the project were to make every-day business activities between 
Suppliers/Brands and Stores/Retailers easy and reliable using automated computer systems. 
Administration section of the system was required with the capability of creating new 
Supplier or Store accounts and maintaining the system. As users are distant so it was a basic 
requirement to have a single system that can support all the remote users having different 
platform (Windows, Linux, MacOs, etc.) based client computers and make business-related 
transactions very easy. To develop the system Brandlink AB contacted Speedment AB. 
1.2. Introduction to Speedment 
Speedment AB is an IT specialist who solves problems (related to different domains) by 
providing desktop and web based computer applications. Speedment deals with following 
five major areas [1]. 
§ Web Application Development. 
§ Database Acceleration and web hosting. 
§ Web development in Drupal content management. 
§ Mobile application development. 
§ IT Consulting. 
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1.3. Problem 
There are two types of business entities that are involved in this problem statement: 
Suppliers/Manufacturers & Stores/Retailers. Suppliers manufacture one or more types of 
products that are associated with unique brand names, for example shoes, garments, etc. 
Stores are the shops in the market that sell one or more types of brands. One Supplier can 
have business relationships with many Stores to sell products and Stores purchases different 
brands from different Suppliers.  
 To get the latest information about some product, a store either gets some printed media or 
visits Supplier’s website. An order is placed via email, phone call, or by meeting Supplier. 
A supplier uses some spreadsheets or applications to keep a record of products, orders, and 
business relationships with Stores. A business relationship is just a group of different 
agreements and parameters, for example: A supplier offers different discount rates to each 
store.  
Brandlink AB analyzed that there was a problem for Stores to access each Supplier’s catalog 
by either visiting websites or by using printed media. Both, Suppliers & Stores were keeping 
record separately for each business relationship.  The most difficult task that they were 
doing was to maintain many to many business relationships.  
After analysis, Brandlink AB decided to provide such an e-commerce solution that will 
allow Suppliers & Stores to connect with each other using a single platform. Stores should 
be able to select a list of products from Supplier’s catalog and to place an order. The system 
will keep the record of each business activity.   
1.4. Introduction of the Project 
The project aims to provide a complete web-based e-commerce solution and an 
administration section. The E-commerce systems are categorized into two main categories. 
§ B2B (Business-to-Business). 
§ B2C (Business-to-Consumer). 
“Business-to-business (B2B) describes commerce transactions between businesses, such as 
between a manufacturer and a wholesaler, or between a wholesaler and a retailer” [2]. “The 
term ‘business-to-business’ was originally coined to describe the electronic communications 
between businesses or enterprises in order to distinguish it from the communications 
between businesses and consumers (B2C)” [2]. The main difference between these two 
types of e-commerce systems is that B2B includes multiple sellers and buyers while B2C 
has one seller and many buyers.  
 
In Brandlink project, Suppliers and Stores are two types of business. There can be multiple 
sellers (Suppliers) and multiple buyers (Stores). Each Supplier can be a brand that 
manufactures different kind of products and each Store buys different brands to sell in retail. 
This shows that Business-to-Business (B2B) e-commerce solution is more suitable for 
Brandlink which led us to build a B2B ecommerce system for Brandlink. 
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Brandlink Business-to-Business E-commerce solution will provide a complete management 
system that allows suppliers and stores to do business transactions through a web interface. 
Each supplier will have a personal catalog (consisting of categories, sub categories and 
products added by supplier) and rights to administer its catalog. To access the catalog of a 
particular supplier and to make an order, stores will need a relationship with a supplier. The 
relationship between a supplier and a store will ensure that store has access to the right 
supplier, i.e. a store selling shoes should not see the supplier manufacturing electronic 
devices. 
Brandlink administration will be a super user of the system and will have rights to add new 
users (suppliers and stores) and manage the relationships between suppliers and stores.  
1.5. Objectives 
Objective of business to business e-commerce system to facilitate suppliers and stores with 
a system with interactive web based user interface that can help to perform the business 
transactions over internet and keep a record of all activates. Figure 1.2 shows an abstract 
view of the system and how different users will be interacting with different functionalities 
to complete their business objectives through a totally automated system. 
  
 
Figure 1.2: Brand link B2B e-commerce system 
Creat
Vie
View 
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Creates 
&Maintains Generates 
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Figure 1.2: Description 
System Administrator (Brandlink) 
System administrator with super user rights (as indicated by wide arrow) will be able to 
 
§ Add, edit, and delete supplier and store accounts. 
§ Manage the relationships between suppliers and stores. 
§ View and Search Orders. 
§ Access Statistics reports. 
§ Create image and video advertisements shown on store side. 
§ Send email to selected users. 
 
 
Suppliers/Brands 
Users with supplier role will have rights to do following transactions. 
 
§ Create and maintain their catalog. 
§ Add new products. 
§ Change the product permission settings. 
§ Manage discounts applied to categories or products. 
§ Track and fulfill their order. 
§ Monitor their sales reports. 
§ Add marketing information for their stores. 
§ Change own account information. 
 
 
Stores/Customers 
Stores will have rights to do following transactions. 
 
§ View their related supplier accounts. 
§ Navigate the supplier’s catalog. 
§ Create their cart and place orders. 
§ View their previous orders. 
§ View and download marketing information provided by supplier. 
§ View scrolling advertisements created by admin and play videos directly. 
§ Change own account information. 
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2 .  C H A P T E R  2 :  T O O L S  &  T E C H N O L O G I E S  
2.1. Introduction 
Software tools and technologies are applications and some standards that help to build some 
modern application and provide a way to solve some problem. As web application 
development is a part of this thesis project, it is important to understand about web 
technology.  A web application is an application that executes on a web server [3]. A  User 
interacts by sending the web request over network (the internet) by using some web 
browser. The Web server receives the request and generates a response by executing a web 
application. The response is sent it back to the client (user) in a Hyper Text Markup 
Language (HTML) format that is that is rendered by the web browser. All requests and 
responses are sent using Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP).  
 
Figure 2.1: Web application, adapted from [3] 
 
 
 
 
These are some benefits of using web applications, 
§ Distributed application and users from different locations can access it at the same 
time. 
§ Cross platform compatibility. Users having different operating systems (Windows, 
Linux, Mac, etc.) can use it. 
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§  It requires a thin client. Only a web browser is required to run the web based 
application. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2. Web Application Architecture 
Web applications are usually divided into different logical components that can be placed on 
one or multiple machines distributed over a network [4]. Distribution of components over 
hardware depends on work load on each component. Each logical component is called a 
“Tier”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Three tier web architecture 
2.3. Tier1 
Tier1 is also called presentation layer. This layer is implemented as client machine. A web 
browser is used to render the graphical user interface that allows the user to interact with a 
web application. Different web browsers are used on the client side like Internet Explorer, 
Tier1: Web Browser 
Tier2: Web Server 
Tier3: Database Server 
 
   Database 
Request 
Response 
Read 
Write 
Request 
Response 
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Mozilla Firefox, Safari, etc. Scripting languages are used to render the user interface in a 
web browser. HTML, JavaScript, and CSS are used in this project as a client side scripting 
languages. 
2.3.1. HTML 
“Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is written in the form of elements consisting of 
tags, enclosed in angle brackets (like <html>), within the web page content” [5]. An HTML 
File is either written by author of the website or can be generated dynamically by a web 
server and sent to a client after the web browser’s request. Web browser interprets the script 
and composes into visual content (pages).  
2.3.2. CSS 
“Web browsers can also refer to Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) to define the appearance and 
layout of text and other material”[6]. CSS defines the presentation of a web page or 
complete website. It can be written as a separate document or with HTML, called embedded 
CSS.  Benefit of using CSS is to increase the presentation power of HTML and to isolate the 
layout from content.  
2.3.3. JavaScript 
JavaScript is also a client side scripting language that defines the behavior of HTML pages. 
For example:  navigation, data validation before submit, and calculations on a client side. It 
can be written in a different file or can be embedded in the webpage. 
2.4. Tier2 
Tier2 is called the application layer that consists of a web server. A web server is an 
application that executes some web application [7]. It listens to HTTP requests from clients 
and replies after receiving content from hosted web application. There are different types of 
web server applications like Apache HTTP, Apache Tomcat, IIS, and Oracle Web Tier. 
Each web server supports one or more types of scripting languages and databases. 
2.4.1. Apache HTTP server
Apache is the most popular open source web server software that can be installed on almost 
all operating systems, including Linux, UNIX, and Windows. These are some benefits of 
using Apache. 
§ It is supported by multiple operating systems. 
§ It is a freely available & open-source application. 
§ Easy to install and configure. 
§ Supports PHP scripting language. 
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2.4.2. PHP 
PHP is a scripting language that executes on a web server to generate dynamic content like 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. It is an Object Oriented language [8]. One can either embed it 
in HTML code (using <?php and  ?> tags) or can write separate documents. There are a lot 
of content management systems, modules, and scripts which are freely available that are 
written in PHP and can be a starting point to build a complex web application. Due to this 
benefit, PHP language is used in this project for web application development. 
2.4.3. Drupal 
Drupal is an open-source content management system that is written in PHP. It is powered 
by its community all over the world [9]. It is fully compatible with all web servers that 
support PHP and database. It has a variety of modules and themes freely available over 
internet. All the modules and themes are customizable. 
Drupal provides a web-based User Interface that is used to configure, customize, and 
manage the website content. Figure 2.3 describes the architecture of Drupal Content 
Management System (CMS). Core is a bundle of basic functionalities that makes Drupal a 
Content Management System. It can be easily customized by adding modules (features 
written by the Drupal community), themes (different styles for graphical user interface), and 
translation files. Drupal modules interact with Drupal by using hooks. Hooks are interfaces 
that activate on some event. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Drupal Architecture 
 
Drupal requires a database server to store different records. During Drupal installation, it 
creates a database structure in selected database that is used to store site’s dynamic content 
and configurations. Variety of database servers can be used with Drupal. MySQL is the 
most commonly used database server with PHP and Drupal. 
It is very time consuming to implement such a complex e-commerce business to business 
application from scratch. There are a lot of content management systems that are freely 
                                     Drupal Core files 
Core modules 
Core themes 
Custom modules 
Custom themes Translation and 
configuration 
files 
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available. Drupal was selected for development in this project because of its following 
features, 
§ Customizable & Scalable. 
§ Most stable content management system. 
§ Written in PHP, works on many platforms like Apache, IIS. 
§ Open source. 
§ Active community. 
§ Modules & themes are freely available. 
§ Provides interfaces (hooks) to implement & attach a new functionality. 
Drupal has released version 7.0, but it doesn’t have enough modules and support to build 
this complex system. Drupal 6 is the most stable version & has enough material to support 
this project.  So we decided to use it. 
2.4.4. CentOS 
CentOS is Linux based operating system that is mostly used for web servers [10]. It is an 
open-source, free, and the most stable version of Linux. CentOS 5.4 version is used for this 
project.  
2.5. Tier3 
The third tier is a data storage layer. It is just a database management system. A web 
application stores all records on this layer. MySQL Server is used in this project because it 
is very stable and compatible with Drupal. 
2.5.1. MySQL 
MySQL is a relational database management system (DBMS) [11]. It is most popular (for 
web applications), free, and compatible with Apache web server. It uses Structured Query 
Language (SQL) to manipulate databases. MySQL Server 5.0 is used to store application’s 
content & configurations.  
2.6. Supporting Software Tools 
Different tools are used for this project development, 
2.6.1. Adobe Dreamweaver 
Adobe Dreamweaver CS 4 is an editor for scripting languages like HTML, CSS, and 
JavaScript. It visualizes scripts in the easy and readable format.  
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2.6.2. Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop CS 5 is graphics designing software. It is used to create themes (layout of 
graphical user interface), icons and graphics for web applications. 
2.6.3. Firebug 
Firebug 1.6.2 is a debugging tool that helps a developer to debug problems related to 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. It is an Add-On that works with Firefox web browser. It is 
also available for other browsers like Google Chrome & Internet Explorer. 
2.6.4. PuTTY 
PuTTY 0.60 is a free and open-source application that is used to establish SSH connections 
with remote machines (computers). It is also available in the portable format that can be 
used directly without installation [12]. 
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3 .  C H A P T E R  3 :  R E Q U I R E M E N T  G A T H E R I N G  A N D  A N A L Y S I S  
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter focus will be to define the Software Requirement Specification (SRS) 
document, discuss the purpose of SRS document, specify tangible benefits of the end 
product, and describe the different sections of the solution. The requirements gathered, 
analyzed and finalized for the Brandlink B2B e-commerce project are listed in the user 
manual (Appendix A). 
To finalize requirements reading of a document made by Brandlink client and researching & 
navigating different existing ecommerce systems helped a lot. 
3.2. Brandlink B2B E-commerce Solution requirements 
As there are three major sections of the Project, Supplier, Store, and Admin section so the 
requirement gathering process splits into these three sections. 
The Supplier user accounts are companies that manufacture brands like garments, shoes, cell 
phones, etc. The suppliers manufacture and transport their products to different stores to 
approach potential customers. The Brandlink B2B e-commerce solution aims to facilitate 
suppliers to do their transactions with stores. Figure 3.1 shows different pages and functions 
on those pages for supplier users. A complete description of supplier section requirements is 
listed in table 1 in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.1: Supplier Pages 
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The Store user accounts are retailers who sell different brands to customers. Figure 3.2 
shows different pages and functions on those pages on the store side. A complete 
description of store side requirements is listed in table 2 in Appendix A. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Store Pages 
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The Admin is a super user in Brandlink B2B system. Admin can create new store and 
supplier user accounts. It can also create relationships between them. The admin will be able 
to view the different statistical reports, send bulk emails to all or specific users, and create 
advertisements. Figure 3.3 shows different pages and functions on those pages on admin 
part of the site. A complete description of admin part requirements is listed in table 3 in 
Appendix A. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Admin Pages 
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4 .  C H A P T E R  4 :  S U P P L I E R  S E C T I O N  D E V E L O P M E N T  
4.1. Introduction 
Supplier section is a graphical user interface that lets the supplier (role) to create and 
organize content related to their business. Supplier users are redirected to this interface after 
login where they can perform following operations, 
§ Create/Edit profile, which contains logo, and page that will appear to stores. 
§ Create and edit categories & products. 
§ Apply permissions and publication conditions. 
§ Create discount packages for categories and products. 
§ Upload and edit marketing information files (images, video clips) related to their 
products. 
§ Can generate sale and order reports (statistics). 
Development of supplier's section consists of two main parts. Theme (the graphical user 
interface) and Functionality. Shopping cart is the main feature in these sections. Shopping 
cart is a set of functions that allows online customers to select different products, 
accumulate a list, calculates all the values, charges, and taxes and let the customer check-
out. Development of the shopping cart is further divided into different parts. Product, 
categories & sub-categories, and discounts. 
There are some other important features that are developed, like private catalog, product & 
category permissions, and discounts. Private catalog and product permission are very 
important features that allow suppliers to build personal product catalog and apply different 
permissions on categories and sub-categories. 
4.2. Theme/GUI 
This section describes the front-end part of supplier’s section. This section consists of three 
main graphical sections: header, left content, and right content.  In order to create new 
sections in Drupal theme (defines layout for graphical user interface), one should register 
those blocks in theme information file and define an HTML element DIV in the specific part 
of theme where space is required. Figure 4.1 describes how the supplier interface is divided 
into three parts for content management. 
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Figure 4.1: Supplier section theme layout 
To start with the theme in Drupal, any basic theme can be modified to achieve the desired 
layout. For this section, “Brandlink” theme is used as a starting point because it looks 
similar to required layout and takes less effort to modify. Login and navigational blocks 
were removed from the base theme in “page.tpl.php” file to make it much simple. To 
display supplier’s banner image in header section, there should be some block registered in 
Drupal. New block called “header region” was introduced in theme information file, and its 
position was set in template file. Line 2 and 6 in figure 4.2 shows how to register a section 
and define its position in web-page. 
    
 
Figure 4.2:  Drupal list of blocks (Admin-è Site Building-è Blocks) 
 
A Drupal block can render any piece of a script. Either it is written directly or generated by 
Drupal View. Drupal view is a graphical user interface to generate content blocks.  A 
Drupal view was created that fetches supplier logo from its profile.   Here is Drupal 
generated code for “Drupal View”. Line 6 filters out only logo type content and related to 
current logged in user. 
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As it is showing in figure 4.1, content section consists of two parts. Each content section is a 
floating panel. Panels are used to manage the content and to make the GUI interactive. 
Drupal doesn’t have any built-in function to generate tabbed panels like desktop 
applications. “JQuery Quick Tabs” [13] is a module that can be installed to achieve this 
functionality.   
 
To place tabs, “JQuery Tabs” [13] module is used. It creates tabs and in each tab, one can 
put block or page.   
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Admin J-Query quick tabs user interface 
 
Left content contains supplier’s product catalog and other information like statistics. Two 
tabs are created that contains each content category. Left content block is designed using the 
same method as header part by registering block in information file and theme file.  
 
Product is the most important content in this section. Supplier can add hundreds of products. 
There must be some searching interface to search desired product by id or name. To display 
search box, new block was placed using the Drupal information and theme file. Some 
Cascading Style Sheet script was written to position the search block on the top of main 
content. Line 2 and 6 shows the registration of search block in Drupal theme and 
information file. 
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Figure 4.4: View of supplier home page 
 
 
To make the user interface simple, some hyper-links were placed to perform operations 
related to products and different parameters like discounts, publishing, etc. As these links 
are important for all suppliers so template file is best to design and display the shared 
functionality. The following piece of code can be written in file “page.tpl.php” to achieve 
dynamic links for each supplier. 
 
	  
	  
The code was written in “page.tpl.php” file to generate a list of links. From line 5 onward, 
the code shows how to generate different links for current logged in user. 
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Figure 4.5: Links below products catalog 
4.3. Shopping Cart 
In e-commerce, a shopping cart is used to assist people making purchases online. This 
feature works exactly as a real cart in a shop to collect items. It gathers all the products that 
a customer wants to buy with their accurate quantities. “Upon checkout, the application 
typically calculates a total of the order, including shipping and handling (i.e. postage and 
packing) charges and the associated taxes, as possible”  [14]. 
There are different modules for shopping cart that are freely available on the Internet.  
“Ubertcart” [15] is a bundle of modules that can be used with Drupal to achieve the basic 
functionality for shopping cart. Here is a list of some important modules related to this 
project, 
-­‐ Product 
-­‐ Catalog 
-­‐ Cart 
-­‐ Store 
-­‐ Attribute 
-­‐ Discounts 
“Ubertcart” is a generic module for e-commerce systems. The following limitations were 
discovered after  studying the implementation of this “Ubertcart. 
-­‐ It supports only one supplier that can have many stores (one to many relationship). 
-­‐ All products (relevant and irrelevant) appear to all the stores. 
-­‐ Catalog is built to support one supplier. There is no discount on the product’s 
category level.  
 
“Ubertcart” is easy to customize and extend because it is written in PHP. The following 
features were decided to implement in the existing module. 
-­‐ Multiple suppliers. 
-­‐ Private Catalog of products with categories and sub-categories. 
-­‐ Product and catalog access permissions. 
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4.4. Product 
Product is the main content type in this system. Each supplier creates and manages hundreds 
of products for stores. For this project, a product can have the following list of fields, 
-­‐ Article number. 
-­‐ Article name. 
-­‐ Color code. 
-­‐ Style. 
-­‐ Size. 
-­‐ Pictures (front & back). 
-­‐ Cost. 
-­‐ Retail price. 
-­‐ Seller Commission. 
-­‐ Information. 
-­‐ Discount information. 
Each product created by Ubertcart is a Drupal node. Each type of content in Drupal is called 
“node”. Drupal provides a built-in module called Content Construction Kit (CCK) [16]. 
CCK provides an interface that allows some user to attach custom fields (text fields, select 
boxes, etc.) to any content type. However, it doesn’t attach fields directly with “Product”. It 
means supplier needs to attach for each product. A simple solution for this problem is to 
create a class of product content type called “Article”.  
New product class can be created using following path “Administer è Store Administration 
è Products è Manage Classes”.  
 
Figure 4.6:  Add product classes 
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CCK module can only attach simple text fields with “Article”. An “Article” can’t be 
described in a simple text form. It requires some other fields add pictures, attachments, and 
other attributes.  So some helping modules were used with CCK to attach content fields.  
4.4.1. Product Pictures 
One product can have two image attachments that appear on the store side. CCK module 
requires some module that provides some image attachment functionality. “ImageField” 
[17] and “FileField” [18] modules can be installed to enable image field attachment. 
ImageField provides different parameters like maximum number of images, resizing of 
images, etc. Settings to image field can be accessed using following drupal path (Admin è 
Content Management è Article è Manage Fields è Field_Image_Cache). 
4.4.2. Seller Commission 
The seller commission field is already available so that a supplier can record the desired 
amount. The problem is that a seller has to calculate and record their commission for each 
product. Simple solution to this problem is a script implemented in JavaScript that listens to 
different events and calculates the seller commission automatically when cost or price fields 
are filled by some user. Line 3, 8, 14 and 20 are functions that listen to different events. For 
example the function blur() written on line 3 checks if the field “edit-list-price” is changed, 
calculate the sell price and fill into the “edit-sell-price” text field. Figure 4.7 shows the 
output of this script in text fields. 
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Figure 4.7: JavaScript calculating seller commission 
This script was written in Drupal block and permission was set so that it can only execute for 
“add product” page.  
4.4.3. Product attributes 
In the real world, products are differentiated by their properties e.g. size, weight, etc. These 
properties are called product attributes. In any kind of business, these products have 
different identification numbers (article numbers) because of these attributes, but all these 
products belong to same class. In an e-commerce system, all these attributes are virtual, so 
all products look same. It is important to group all those products that belong to same class 
and let the user to choose attributes. 
Ubertcart provides a module called “uc_attribute (Product Attributes)” to define and attach 
different attributes to product. After adding this, the administrator can define different 
attributes for suppliers. Initially, sizes attribute was defined and added options (Small, 
Medium, Large, etc.). Attributes enable a supplier to configure the extra cost, price, and 
different article number.  
 
Figure 4.8: Attributes & options for products 
4.4.4. Discounts 
There can be different kind of discounts with following conditions,  
§ Time based discount (activates during the specified time span). 
§ Quantity based (having some condition like overall shopping items exceeded X 
number of items). 
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§ Fixed number of discounts that defines some discount to expire after a defined 
number of selling of some product or whole category.  
§ Shopping subtotal based (if total shopping exceeds some amount). 
§ Discount coupons for to embed in advertisements.  
§ Discount on product categories and sub-categories.  
Discounts can be enabled by using module “uc_discounts (Discounts)” [19] that is in the 
optional list of Ubertcar package. By allowing permissions, it allows a supplier to define 
discounts on products and categories having different conditions.  
 
Figure 4.9: Product discounts 
 
4.4.5. Product Publishing 
Product publishing/un-publishing can be a very useful feature in the e-commerce system. It 
allows a supplier to set publishing and un-publishing dates so that some product appears at 
the right time (i.e. like some products only appears in some seasons). There is a module 
called “Scheduler” [20] that enables any content type in Drupal to publish and un-publish on 
specific dates. It requires enabled “Date” module to function properly. “Date” is built-in 
Drupal module that displays simple text fields to fill-up dates. Some graphical calendar 
instead of text field is a better solution. JQueryUI module [21] can be installed that enables 
Drupal to display more interactive user interfaces. As it can be viewed in figure 4.1.0, 
supplier can select and edit publishing and un-publishing dates while create or editing 
products. 
 
Figure 4.10: Product publishing 
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4.5. Product and category permissions 
One supplier can have hundreds of products organized in tens of categories and sub-
categories. All products and categories are not relevant to all stores. It is important to have 
some permissions system so that a supplier can set permissions for the different kind of 
stores. There is a question in this concept, how some supplier would know about the type of 
store to set permissions? The solution is to define some relationship system among 
suppliers, so each store can only view the relevant suppliers in its list. 
For further filtrations, a relationship type can be defined while creating a relationship. For 
this project, relationships can be divided into four classes called A, B, C, and D. These are 
just alphabetic labels that define the class of relationship. Implementation of relationships 
can be read from section 6.7. Same as relationship labels, four classes of permission labels 
(A, B, C, and D) are defined.  
A product or category can be tagged with one of these four classes so that system can filter 
content for a supplier by using by using relationship-permission matrix shown in table 4.1.  
These four labels for relationships and permissions were initially defined for this project that 
can be renamed and extended in the future. 
 A store having a relationship type “A” can access products and categories tagged with label 
“A”. “B” type of relationship can only access the content having permission tags B, C, or D.  
“C” relationship can only access “C” or “D” labeled products and class “D” can access all 
the products and categories having any permission tag. 
 
 
 
Permission 
types 
Relationship types 
 A B C D 
A Yes No No No 
B Yes Yes No No 
C Yes Yes Yes No 
D Yes Yes Yes Yes 
   Table 4.1: Shows how relationship and permission tags show/hide products and 
categories to store users 
A simple permission tag can be defined with a product using the CCK module. This field 
will not be visible to stores. A supplier can choose the permission type for some product 
while creating a new product. This information should be invisible for stores because it is 
just for system. Tagging a category and sub-category is not directly possible because a 
category is not a content type; it is a “Taxonomy” [22]. CCK module is unable to add any 
extra fields.  
A module called “Taxonomy Permissions” was implemented that performs the following 
actions, 
§ When this module is installed, it appends a new column called “permission” in 
database table “term_data” (i.e. Taxonomy module table use to store category 
information).  
§ Hide extra field called “details” and show select box to select permissions. 
§ When some category is edited, it recursively modified permission in sub-categories. 
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Implementation details of this module can be read in Appendix B. Taxonomy was modified 
to view permissions with hierarchy of categories and sub-categories.  
 
Figure 4.11: Permissions with categories and sub-categories 
 
“Catalog” module was modified so that only permitted stores can access the content. 
Modification details can be read in Appendix B. 
4.6. Private Catalog 
Product catalog consists of categories and sub-categories that are arranged in a hierarchical 
form to organize products. “Catalog” module is built-in “Ubertcart” package that generates 
“Taxonomy” [15] categories.  This module generates a shared catalog for all users. It means 
there can be only one supplier and many store like other e-commerce websites.  After 
understanding the functionality of “Catalog” module, a customized module can be 
developing to achieve a private catalog for each supplier user. 
“Catalog” module generates an empty shared container and then it calls “Taxonomy” library 
functions to generate a hierarchy of categories and sub-categories. The “Private Catalog” 
module was developed to achieve a private catalog for each supplier. Implementation details 
can be read in Appendix C. This module generates a new catalog when an account is created 
for supplier user. The module captures different events in the Drupal system and performs 
following actions, 
§ When a new user is being registered, if the user supplier, create a new catalog and 
insert a root category called “Start”. 
§ When the supplier is logged in, switch the right catalog that belongs to the user. 
§ When some store accesses some supplier’s catalog, switch the appropriate catalog 
for it. 
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Figure 4.12: Product catalog contains categories and sub-categories 
Catalog is just a container for “Taxonomy” categories. To add categories, it requires having 
private “Taxonomy” categories. By default in Drupal, Taxonomy is shared for all users. To 
achieve private taxonomy functionality, a module called “Private Taxonomy” [23]. It 
generates a private taxonomy for each user.  
4.7.  Product Search 
Search functionality is common for supplier and store side. It is used to search articles 
(products) by name and article number. Drupal has built-in search functionality, but it 
searches all content types. Product is the only content type that is relevant to supplier user, 
so it is very important to filter only products. 
To achieve filtered search functionality, a special searching module can be used that 
searches only products. This module is called “Product Search” [24].  This module can’t 
directly be used in this project for the following reasons, 
§ This module only searches only “Product” type content while “Article” class is used 
in this project. Details for this class can be read in section 4.3.1. 
§  There is no check for permissions (product filtrations) that is implemented in 
section 4.5. 
§ It also hides un-published products from suppliers. 
So, this module was modified to fit in this project. Details about modification and can be 
found in Appendix D. 
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4.8. Summary 
The result of all discussion and implementation in this chapter is a complete supplier section 
having all features described in section 4.1. Figure 4.8.1 shows the complete user interface 
for supplier section. 
 
Figure 4.13: Complete supplier section 
The most difficult task was to understand Drupal core and to make logic for many to many 
relationships among suppliers and stores. It took a lot of effort and research to implement 
complex permissions system and private catalogs for suppliers. 
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5 .  C H A P T E R  5 :  S T O R E /  R E T A I L E R  S E C T I O N  D E V E L O P M E N T  
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter describes the development details of Store section of Brandlink B2B e-
commerce solution. Store side of the system contains interfaces, logic and queries for store 
user. Store users are redirected to store interface after login where they can perform 
following operations, 
§ Create/Edit the profile which contains logo, and page that will appear to stores. 
§ View related supplier profiles, and their catalogs. 
§ Navigate through the catalog and can search products in catalog. 
§ Can place an order to a particular supplier. 
§ View and download marketing information files uploaded by suppliers. 
§ View the order history report. 
§ View the advertisements uploaded by Brandlink admin. 
5.2.  Theme/GUI 
Figure 5.1 shows the theme layout on store side. 
 
Figure5.1:  Store side theme 
 
The store side theme is divided into four main content areas that are, 
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§ Header section 
Header contains the Brandlink logo, store logo, user profile link, and logout link. As the 
header is same as it is on the supplier and admin section so the implementation detail 
can be found under supplier section 2.11.  
§ Left sidebar 
It contains a list of selected suppliers and the related shopping cart. 
§ Content area 
This area presents the content like products, search block, marketing information, etc. 
 
§ Right sidebar 
Right sidebar is actually introduced only for the store section. The purpose of this area 
is to show advertisements to stores.  
5.3. View Related Suppliers 
Left side bar is used to render a list of supplier’s logos that links to supplier’s profiles. As 
the store user sells only specific brands or products, they should not see all supplier accounts 
in the Brandlink system. Stores have a relation with suppliers that allows to shop from those 
suppliers. Left side bar of the store’s home page contains a list of logos of related suppliers. 
Following query creates a view which populates related suppliers of current store user. 
 
 
Relationships that are used in the query are described in Admin Section under 6.7. In the 
content area a drop down menu is created, which links to the Store’s Orders page and the 
Store’s home page content. If the store has not created any home page, the link will be “add 
home page” else the link will be “edit home page”. Figure 5.2 shows the code used to add 
this menu. 
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Figure 5.2: Relationships block 
5.4. Advertisements 
Right sidebar of store section shows scrolling image/video advertisements. The slideshow of 
images & videos is created by using following Drupal modules.  
i. Content Construction Kit ( CCK ) 
In Drupal, CCK module helps to create content types and add fields i.e. image 
upload field. For advertisements, a content type is created which contains image and 
video upload fields. The admin can create content of this type, and store can only 
view the advertisement content. 
 
ii. Views 
“View” is a Drupal built-in module that is used to generate views of different content 
types. “Views” is used with two other modules called “Views Slideshow” and 
“Views Slideshow ddblock” to generate rolling advertisements. 
 
iii. Views Slideshow 
“Slideshow can be used to create a slideshow of any content type that can be display 
in a View” [25]. Slideshow functionality provides a graphical user interface to 
modify different parameters of slideshow. For example animation speeds.  
 
iv. Slideshow Ddblock 
This module accepts a dynamic list of images, videos and text type content and 
presents them in a form of a slideshow on a web page. Content changing frequency 
and other settings can be easily changed by its easy configuration. The module 
helped us to include videos in our slideshow. 
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v. Lightbox2 
It provides a functionality to display images in a popup-window that appears 
without re-loading the web page. Lightbox2 can display images and videos [26].  
5.5. Catalog 
By clicking on some supplier logo, the store navigates to Supplier page and accesses the 
supplier’s catalog. Store can navigate through different categories and products of the 
supplier.  
Relationship type between Supplier and Store will define which products store can view and 
order. As described in section 4.5, the product added by supplier also falls into one of the 
four types (A, B, C, and D). If the store has ‘A’ type relationship with a supplier then store 
will be able to navigate products of all types A to D. And if the relationship is of B type then 
store will be able to navigate products of type B to D. Similarly with C type relationship 
store can navigate products of C to D and if the relationship is of type D then only products 
of type D are accessible to the store. This is also described in table 4.5.1 in supplier section. 
5.5.1. Products Page 
In the content area, a grid containing products of particular category is placed. Here 
product’s image, size, price, choose an option add to cart, etc. are shown. Choose option 
button links to product detail page, and add to cart button will add product to cart.  
Clicking on “add to cart” doesn’t refresh the page and cart updates through Ajax. For this 
functionality Ajax Driven Cart module is used which updates cart without refreshing page 
using JavaScript [27]. Figure 5.3 describes the product detail page. 
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Figure 5.3: Products page 
5.5.2. Search Products 
At the top of the content area search box will be shown. The purpose of the search box is to 
make it easy for store to locate desired products. All categories of the supplier will come in 
a drop down box. A store will be able to select a category and type product name or article 
number and click go. The result page will show all products in selected search criteria. For 
searching, a module called “Product Search” was modified. Details can be read from section 
4.7. 
5.5.3. Shopping Cart 
Store will be able to add products to the cart. On supplier page, there is a block on the left 
side containing cart overview and links. Links on the block are view-cart and checkout.  
Here detailed view of the shopping cart appears. User has more control on the cart and can 
remove or change quantity of selected items in cart. Clicking on “update cart” button will 
make desired changes in cart. Checkout button links to checkout first step.  
5.5.4. Supplier Information 
The suppliers can add their logos, offers, important guidelines, interests, and future plans in 
the form of images and text.  
 
 
 
5.6. Product Details 
This page shows all details about a selected product. Here again add to cart button will be 
shown but with enhanced functions. Users are able to select size (s, m, l, xl etc.) and can 
also enter quantity (number of items to purchase). The cart again updates through Ajax. A 
product’s front and back side images will also appear here.  
5.7. Orders History page 
This page shows history of orders made by current store in a grid. Figure 5.4 shows the 
history of sample transactions in tabular form.  
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Figure 5.4: Store’s order history 
To display the order history, “uc_order” module was used that is a part of Ubertcart module. 
Uc_order module does not show the supplier/ seller. To add supplier we did the following 
customization in uc_order module. Line 999 and 1000 were added to display new columns 
in the history table. Line 1012 is a SQL query that retrieves the history data and stores in a 
variable. 
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5.8. Marketing Information 
A supplier can upload advertisements files (images and videos) in a special section or page 
called “Marketing Information” section.  Each supplier has its private marketing section that 
can be only accessed by its associated store. 
A store can view and download different types of media like text, images, and videos. 
“WebFM”[28] module was used to create a web based file manager/explorer that allows 
suppliers to manage different advertisement media files. After configuration, the module 
had these features, 
§ Interactive graphical user interface. 
§ Easy to upload files and organize them into different folders. 
§ Single file upload with version options for file overwrite. 
§ Easy to download a file or edit in place.  
 
5.9. Summary 
Result of all this discussion and implementation is a complete supplier section which 
performs all functionalities that are described in section 5.1. Figure 5.5 shows the complete 
user interface for supplier section. 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Complete store side 
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6 .  C H A P T E R  6 :  B R A N D L I N K  A D M I N I S T R A T O R  S E C T I O N  
D E V E L O P M E N T  
6.1. Introduction 
Admin section is a graphical user interface that lets the administrator manage content, users, 
and business transactions. After login, admin user is redirected to this interface where it can 
view and manage all information. With respect to this project, Drupal’s default admin 
section is very complex and un-organized. It is very important to group all information and 
operations in defined sections. Here is a list of operations that an administrator can perform, 
§ Create/Edit/Delete Supplier and Store user accounts. 
§ Built relationships among suppliers and stores. 
§ View and search orders from Stores to Suppliers. 
§ Generate statistic reports.  
§ Administer advertisement section that appears on Store section. It can upload and 
organize banners (images) and videos. 
§ Admin can send personal, multicast, and broadcast emails to users. 
Admin section can be divided into two main parts; user interface and functionalities. 
6.2. Theme/GUI 
This section describes user interface development for admin section. The layout is the same 
as in the supplier section. As figure 6.1 describes, it consists of three main graphical 
sections: header, left content, and right content. To develop these sections, supplier’s theme 
was copied here that contains all three sections. Details of layout development can be read 
from supplier development section 4.2.   
 
Figure 6.1: Admin section layout 
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“JQuery-Tabs” [13] can be use in this section to make the user interface more interactive 
and to group different kind of contents. For left content, only one tab is enough to display 
hierarchical links to different operations. But for default home page, two tabs were created 
in main content to display list of suppliers and stores that can be very useful for an 
administrator. 
 
Figure 6.2: JQuery tabs to organize content 
Default admin section provides very complex hierarchical links to different function that are 
more relevant for a developer than a user. To make it simple, hierarchies of relevant links 
were created. To create new links, Drupal provides an interface called “Menus”. One can 
create a new menu by using (Admin è Site Building è Menu) link.  
 
Figure 6.3: Drupal menus 
6.3. Home Page 
6.3.1. Content Area: Suppliers & Stores 
Content area in the admin section consists of two parts, left and right content. Right content 
consists of hierarchically organized links and sub-links that are used for easy navigation. 
Drupal provides a complete functionality related to user creation and management for an 
administrator. But that is only for all (unfiltered) users.   
Drupal “view” can be created to display only filtered lists with administrative links. “View” 
is just like SQL query. Drupal provides a very easy and graphical interface that lets you to 
generate views for some content types. One can create views using (Admin è Site Building 
è Views) Figure 6.4 show Drupal interface to generate and save view. 
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Figure 6.4: Drupal Views 
As described in theme section 6.2, two tabs were created to display lists of supplier and 
store users. Drupal views were created to display lists. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the result of 
“views”. 
   
	  
 
Figure 6.5: List of suppliers 
	  
	  
 
Figure 6.6: List of stores 
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Note: Drupal assigns a unique “User ID” to each user that is used in these queries to filter 
out the records. 
 
6.4. Orders Page 
Order page displays a list of orders from stores to suppliers, so that admin can monitor 
business activities and perform an operation to these orders. Ubertcart package provides this 
functionality to administer orders, one can access using (admin/store/orders/view) path. This 
path can be attached with any   menu so that it is easily accessible for non-technical user. 
Figure 6.7 shows list of orders generated by “Orders” function.  
 
Figure 6.7: Orders page 
6.5. Statistics Reports 
Statistic reports are result of historical records that are organized with respect to different 
parameters. These reports help a user in decision making in current situation and for future. 
Three kind of statistic report can be useful for an administrator in this system, 
i. Total per Store 
It displays a list of stores with the total purchase amount for each store in currency. 
 
ii. Total per Supplier 
It displays a list of suppliers with their total selling amount. 
 
iii. Total per Product 
Total per product displays list of all products from all suppliers with the total selling 
amount for each product. 
 
 
6.5.1. Report Section development 
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The default Drupal system generates very basic reports that are not useful for this system.  
Drupal views are used here to generate custom reports. Figure 6.8 shows settings for Drupal 
view. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Drupal view for statistic reports 
 
This view looks static because it will not change by user input. To make dynamic views, 
filters are used that gives input to a view to re-generate its results. A filter is used to reduce 
the result set. For example, the very basic view with no settings will simply give all content 
available on the site. 
6.5.2. Exposed Filter 
An exposed filter is a filter that’s value can be set by a user. It can be a text-field or some 
select box to get input from a user. Three filters were used in this project to provide full 
control to search relevant records. These filters are, 
 
§ Start date. 
§ End date. 
§ Store. 
Start and end filters are date fields and JQuery module were already used by this project that 
converts simple date fields into popup calendar. Figure 6.5.2.1 shows input to generate some 
statics report and the result. Other implementation details can be read from Appendix C.2. 
The code in Appendix C.2 loads Store/Suppliers/Products and enables the date picker for 
date fields. The final form is shown in figure 6.9. 
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Selecting options and clicking apply will show the statistics report like. 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Statistics report 
 
In figure 6.9, last record “Total SUM” is not drupal default functionality. It can be achieved 
by using “Views Calc” [29] module. It provides a lot of different features like Count of 
records, Minimum, Maximum, etc. 
6.6. Advertisements Page 
Advertisements page is a list of rolling banners (images) and video clips that appear to the 
Store user. These advertisements are dynamic and the administrator can create/edit the list 
and animation order. A new content type named “iv_ads” was created and enabled image 
attachment option to manage advertisements. After content creation, Drupal views can be 
used to render a list of advertisement. Here is a code that generates a view for one rolling 
banner.  
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To create a strip of rolling advertisements, same code can be used to create other 
advertisements. 	  
6.7. Relationships Page 
Relationships page allows administrator to connect multiple suppliers to stores. This 
connection allows store to view related suppliers and filtered catalog of products.  Four 
types of connections (A, B, C, and D) were defined. Purpose and usage of these four kinds 
of labels can be read from supplier section 4.5. These connections between supplier and 
store are called relationships. 
Implementation of relationships can be possible using “User Relationships” [30] module. By 
using this module, the administrator can create simple relationships. Admin can give users 
the option to auto approves relationships on a per-relationship type basis. One important 
function of User Relationship is its integration with “views” module providing filters, 
arguments, and fields.  This functionality makes it very easy to filter different relationship 
types for an administrator.  
“User Relationships” module doesn’t provide complete functionality to assign relationship 
types. It is required to extend this solution using some other techniques and programming.  
6.7.1. Relationships development 
A simple solution to the labeled relationship can be to create a Drupal content type for it. 
That content type will provide a user interface for an administrator to make a new 
relationship. New content type can be created using (Administer è Content Management 
è Content Types è Add Content Type).  Figure 6.10 shows implemented content type for 
relationships. 
 
Figure 6.10: Relationships content type 
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To load the list of suppliers and stores, some PHP code can be written to fetch these lists 
from the database. Here is PHP code that is used in this project to populate lists.  
 
 
There is a SQL query written on line 1 that fetches the list of users that is filled up in a 
select box using “while” loop on line 4. 
 
 
After saving a new content type, it doesn’t create a new relationship because in order to 
make a relationship in Drupal, one must add relationship record in “User Relationships” 
module’s table. To solve this problem, a small module was written that records relationship 
information in a database when the administrator: 
 
1. Creates a new relationship. 
2. Edits some existing relationship. 
3. Deletes some existing relationship. 
 
Implementation details for that module can be read from Appendix C.1. 
6.8. Email Section 
Email section is very important for the administrator to communicate with suppliers and 
stores connected with this system. Drupal doesn’t provide functionality for mass mailing. A 
simple solution to achieve this function can be a module called “AdvanceUser” [31] having 
functionality to send mass emailing like selected users and all users. It can also filter users 
by roles. Figure 6.11 shows user interface for mass emailing. 
    
 
Figure 6.11: Mass emailing user interface 
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6.9. Summary 
Result of admin section development is a customized and easy to use control panel for 
administrator that provides all information and there controls. A major part of admin section 
development was already done in supplier and store sections because admin section is just to 
administer all that functionalities that we build. Figure 6.12 shows complete user interface 
for administrator. 
 
Figure 6.12: Admin Section 
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7 .  D E P L O Y M E N T  
7.1. Introduction 
An application deployment process is a set of activities that enables an application to 
execute in the production (publically available) environment. [32] As this project is a web 
application, it should be placed on a server machine so that users can access it via network. 
A web application can be physically divided into many parts called “tiers” that work 
together as a single application. Either all tiers can be implemented on same machine or 
separate machines connected via network.  
Distribution of tiers over machines depends on how much work load each machine will face 
in the real environment. Details about web application architecture and tiers can be read 
from section 2.2. The number of “tiers” depends on which technology is used for web 
development. If the web application is static, it doesn’t require any record management 
system or databases. As the development of e-commerce web application is a part of this 
project, it requires hardware and software resources to sustain in the real environment.  
7.2. Hardware architecture 
Hardware architecture is a combination of arrangement and configuration of different 
hardware components in such a way that works as a single hardware device. A web 
application requires some set of software application configured on either a single machine 
or multiple connected via network. This machine should have access to public networks 
(internet) so that users can access it. 
Hardware architecture depends on what kind of application is going to be deployed. Figure 
7.1 describes available hardware architecture for this project. It shows three server machines 
called “Web Servers”[4]. These are connected to the internet via “Load Balancer” [33]. 
There is a database server that is shared for all three web servers. 
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Symbols: 
 
This symbol shows TCP/IP communication between two machines. 
  Figure 7.1: Hardware architecture 
Initially, web application can be placed on any web server after installation and 
configuration of web server software on it. Later the same configuration and a copy of 
the application can be put on other servers so that they can process client requests in 
parallel with help of the load balancer. All servers use the CentOS operating system. 
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7.3. Installation of server applications 
Applications and their installation commands are presented in Appendix D. 
7.4. Summary 
After configuring hardware and deployment of web application it was running successfully 
on the web server. It can be accessed via (http://213.136.63.111/brandlink). For now, this 
application is available only via URL because there is no Domain Name Server (DNS) 
configured that registers any web address with IP. 
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8 .  R E S U L T S  A N D  F U T U R E  W O R K  
8.1. Introduction 
This chapter concludes the present work and covers limitations and future possibilities to 
extend the present work.  
8.2. Results 
The project uses web-based technology to make the business transactions easy to execute & 
manage. Goals and objectives of the project have been generally achieved and the following 
are the tangible benefits of project.  
First, processing time of the business transactions between suppliers and stores will reduce. 
It is hard to write order and delivery documents on paper or even using desktop application. 
Migration of order and delivery system to Internet reduces the time needed to process 
transactions. 
Second, the accuracy of transaction data improves and requires less rework. The system is 
more responsive (i.e., interactive) and therefore there is less chances to commit human 
errors. Through proper validation of input values and intuitive user interface the system 
becomes more responsible and error free. 
Third, complete database of system is a database server which enhances the security, 
efficiency, and provides a better integrated system equipped with proper backup facility. 
8.3. Future Work 
For future work, we would like to recommend three distinctive areas. First one is the non-
functional testing of Brandlink B2B solution. We did functional testing which establishes 
the correct operation of the solution (i.e. it matches the expected behavior defined in the 
design requirements). The non-functional testing verifies that the software functions 
properly even when it receives unexpected or invalid inputs. Following is the list of non-
functional testing phases, which can help to improve the Brandlink B2B solution. 
§ Software performance testing and load testing. 
§ Stability & usability testing. 
§ Security testing. 
Second recommendation of future work is to upload new modules developed during this 
project to the Drupal community site. Drupal has thousands of developer and non-developer 
active users. Sharing modules on Drupal community will help a large community and also 
will be helpful to improve modules. Uploading modules on Drupal will require properly 
organizing code and preparing documentation of modules according to Drupal standards.  
Third improvement needed in this project is online payment integration. Currently project 
has no integration with any online payment system like Paypal, visa etc. 
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9 .  C R I T I C A L  A N A L Y S I S  
9.1. Introduction 
This chapter describes about the critical analysis about selection of implementation 
framework, the good decision that was taken for project implementation and what one can 
learn from this project.  
 
9.2. Implementation framework 
A variety of scripting languages was available to implement this project. For example: PHP, 
Dot NET framework, Ruby on Rails, etc. Each language has some plus and minus points. 
Some languages are freely available and some are not. As described in section 2.4.2, PHP is 
free and supported by many web servers. PHP contains all the basic functions to implement 
a complex web application and most web applications are implemented in PHP. So PHP 
was selected as the main implementation language for this project. 
There are different frameworks that are written in PHP that provide a skeleton to build a 
web application very easily. All frameworks are not general purpose; they are made to build 
some type of web application. For example, “WordPress” is a content management system 
(CMS) written in PHP that helps to build web blogs.  
There are a lot of content management systems that can be used to build e-commerce web 
applications. For example: Drupal, OpenCart, Jumla, etc.  After some research, we found 
that Drupal and OpenCart provides a lot of modules and features to build an e-commerce 
web application. Here is the comparison of some features in Drupal and OpenCart. 
 
Feature Drupal OpenCart 
Written in PHP Yes Yes 
Freely available over internet Yes Yes 
Variety  of modules and web 
graphics are available 
Yes No 
Has built-in features for e-
commerce 
No Yes 
Framework can be easily 
modified 
Yes No 
New modules can be written 
easily. 
Yes No 
Existing modules can be Yes No 
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change easily 
Well documented Yes No 
Large community and support Yes No 
Framework and modules are 
frequently updated by 
community 
Yes No 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9.3. The good decision 
The scope of this project was too big to implement in the limited time period. So we 
preferred to select already available modules and modify them according to our 
specifications. This helped to implement the project very fast. 
 
9.4. Major problems 
Drupal and its available modules are written by its community, consisting of professional 
and non-professional users. There are some bugs and performance related issues in the 
Drupal framework and its modules.  Especially those issues appear during the development 
of large systems. Even the documentation is available, but still takes a lot of time to find and 
fix those issues. 
 
9.5. Learning 
This project learns that how to automate a real life problem from scratch and to reuse 
already built software applications and modules. The drawback of code re-using that the 
code may contain errors due to lack of testing. If this project is offered again with longer 
time period, PHP will be the best implementation language and the written code will be 
error free, well documented, and completely related to the project. 
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A P P E N D I X  A :  S R S  &  A N A L Y S I S  
 
A.1 Supplier / Brand side Requirements 
Id Author  Rev   Type Supplier / Brand Section 
10000 arif 1 Functional Header will be containing the 
Brandlink logo and Supplier logo. 
10001 arif 1 Functional On right side of header there will be 
logged in supplier's name  
linking to supplier profile page. 
10002 arif 1 Functional Search block will have functionality to 
search articles/branches  
by article name and article number. 
10004 arif 1 Functional Logout link will be there to log off 
from supplier account. 
10005 arif 1 Functional Supplier home page content part will 
allow supplier to set the  
text/images shown to store user. 
10006 arif 1 Functional Left side bar will contain two tabs 
navigational tree (trad) and 
 Features (funktioner). 
10007 arif 1 Functional Bottom of left side bar will contain the 
links like, insert branch,  
edit branch, add/remove article etc. 
10008 arif 1 Functional The navigational tree will contain 
hierarchical links to branches  
and articles at leaf nodes. 
10009 arif 1 Functional Clinking on a branch will lead to 
branch page.  
10010 arif 1 Functional Add new article link will lead to "add 
article" page. See  
Description sheet to find fields of "add 
article" page. 
10011 arif 1 Functional Pressing the "add article" button will 
submit the form and  
"article view" page will open. 
10012 arif 1 Functional Set article publishing date will allow 
scheduling the publishing  
date of an article. 
10013 arif 1 Functional The system will automatically publish 
the article as selected  
publishing date will reach. 
10014 arif 1 Functional Using edit link supplier will be able to 
edit the navigational tree  
settings. 
10015 arif 1 Functional The article can be moved and/or 
copied to another location in  
the tree. 
10016 arif 1 Functional Single article can be placed in 
multiple places. 
10017 arif 1 Functional Clicking save button will update the 
navigational tree settings. 
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10018 arif 1 Functional Permission settings will allow 
specifying which stores are  
able to see and order an article. On 
Description sheet there are 
 permissions. 
10019 arif 1 Functional It shall be possible to add new 
branch. Branch name field will  
be required to insert new branch. 
10020 arif 1 Functional Edit branch will allow changing 
branch name, description 
 or discount rate associated with the 
branch. 
10021 arif 1 Functional Remove branch option will allow 
removing a branch. System  
will allow removing a branch only if 
it's empty. 
10022 arif 1 Functional There will be option to set branch 
publish date. 
10023 arif 1 Functional Supplier will indicate where in the 
tree, branch must be  
available. Branch can be moved to 
other places in tree. 
10024 arif 1 Functional It will be possible to place Single 
branch under multiple  
parent nodes in tree. 
10026 arif 1 Functional On left sidebar Features tab will 
contain Orders,  
and Market information links. 
10029 arif 1 Functional Order management will allow supplier 
to view all orders. 
10030 arif 1 Functional Selecting a particular store will filter 
and show orders made by 
 that store. 
10031 arif 1 Functional "Order detail" page will show detailed 
information of a particular order. 
10032 arif 1 Functional Supplier can upload different 
documents related to market on  
market information page. Stores will 
be able to download and  
use these. 
10033 arif 1 Functional Documents allowed types will be 
JPEG, TIFF, Word, GIF, and Video. 
10034 arif 1 Functional Store user will be able to download 
the uploaded documents. 
10036 arif 1 Functional On "Marketing" page supplier will be 
able to see documents  
uploaded by him/her.  
10037 arif 1 Functional The supplier will be able to filter the 
documents by document type. 
10038 arif 1 Functional The supplier can also delete 
particular document. 
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 A.2 Store/ Retailer side Requirements 
 Id Author  Rev   Type Store / Retailer Section 
20000 ali 1 Functional The page "Choice of supplier" Will 
be the home page for store users. 
20001 ali 1 Functional On header store logo will be placed.  
20002 ali 1 Functional On left side bar list of supplier logos 
will appear which will link to supplier 
page. 
20003 ali 1 Functional A little navigation menu should 
appear on the top right side of 
content area of page that will 
contain links to profile content and 
order history. This menu should 
only appear on store home page i.e. 
"Choice of supplier” page. 
20004 ali 1 Functional "Choice of supplier" page content 
area will contain "content  
picture" retrieved from store's 
profile. 
20005 ali 1 Functional There should appear at most 10 
rolling advertisements on the  
right side bar of store site. 
20006 ali 1 Functional The advertisements that will appear 
on store site should be  
retrieved from BrandLink admin’s 
profile. 
20007 ali 2 Additional JQuery plug-in will be used for 
efficient client side slideshow of  
advertisements. 
20008 ali 1 Functional Clicking some advertisement will 
link to advertisement pop-up page. 
20010 ali 0 Functional Selecting Supplier will lead to 
supplier profile page. 
20011 ali 1 Functional There should appear a tree style 
navigation on the left side of 
 "supplier" page and it shall be 
possible to select branches, 
sub-branches, and articles. 
20012 ali 1 Functional Picture and text posted by supplier 
will appear on the supplier's page 
content area. 
20013 ali 1 Functional Only stores with permitted 
classification A, B, C, D will have 
access to branches/articles. 
20014 ali 1 Functional Selection of "article" leave from left 
side tree menu should lead to the 
page "Order entry". 
20015 ali 1 Functional The button "Kundvagn/Basket" 
should lead to the page "shopping 
cart". 
20016 ali 1 Functional "Home" link should lead to the main 
page "Choice of Supplier". 
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20017 ali 1 Functional A search box should appear on the 
top & it should be possible  
to search different branches and 
articles on some supplier's page. 
20018 ali 1 Functional There shall be a button on the top-
center of Supplier's page called 
"Marknad/Market" that will lead to 
Marketing information page. 
20019 ali 1 Functional The "Order entry" content is listed in 
description sheet. 
20020 ali 1 Functional It shall be possible to add selected 
articles to cart by pressing  
"Add to cart" button on Order entry 
page. 
20021 ali 1 Functional "View Cart" button should navigate 
to Cart page. 
20023 ali 1 Functional Only one order should be handled 
at a time. 
20024 ali 1 Functional A warning message should appear 
of lost order if supplier is  
switched or try to log off without 
checkout completion 
20025 ali 1 Functional Article price should be decreased 
by specified discount rate. 
20026 ali 1 Functional Articles with discount should have 
highest priority, then branch  
& then top level branches. 
20027 ali 1 Functional It will be possible to change, delete 
ordered items in cart or empty the 
cart. 
20028 ali 1 Functional User should be able to save 
changes in cart after pressing  
"Update Cart" button on Cart page. 
20029 ali 1 Functional User should navigate to "Order 
entry" page after pressing "add  
new article" button on Cart page. 
20030 ali 1 Functional Pressing "Empty Cart" will result 
removal of all items from the  
cart. 
20031 ali 1 Functional After order submission, there should 
be sent a confirmation email to 
store.  
20032 ali 1 Functional Shipping information should be 
displayed on cash transaction in 
Cashier page. 
20034 ali 1 Functional On Order History page, user should 
be able to find earlier  
orders. 
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A.3 Admin/ Brandlink side Requirements 
 Id Author
  
Rev
  
 Type Admin / Brandlink Section 
30000 arif 1 Functional Brand link logo will come on header. 
30002 arif 1 Functional Link to logout.  
30003 arif 1 Functional Administrator profile link will point to 
"profile" page of admin. In  
"profile" page personal and account 
information can also be 
 changed. 
30004 arif 1 Functional Left sidebar will contain navigational 
tree containing different  
sub trees from where admin will 
navigate the whole site. 
30005 arif 1 Functional Supplier sub tree will allow admin to 
view Suppliers and add /edit supplier 
accounts. 
30006 arif 1 Functional Stores sub tree will contain the links to 
view, add, edit  
or remove a store user.  
30007 arif 1 Functional Order sub tree will contain the links to 
view and search orders. 
30008 arif 1 Functional Statistics sub tree will link to different 
types of reports. 
30009 arif 1 Functional Advertise (reklam) sub tree will help to 
manage advertisements  
appearing on store site. 
30010 arif 1 Functional Mailing sub tree will link to mail 
functionality. 
30011 arif 1 Functional Brand link home page content area 
will be a grid containing  
Suppliers and Stores. 
30012 arif 1 Functional Paging on home page will allow admin 
to navigate All supplier or store 
accounts. 
30014 arif 1 Functional On "modify header" page it will be 
possible to upload new  
branlink logo. 
30015 arif 1 Functional Admin will be able to add more 
suppliers and activate / deactivate 
existing suppliers. 
30016 arif 1 Functional "Modify supplier" page will allow 
admin to change profile and  
account information of suppliers. 
30017 arif 1 Functional Admin will be able to add more stores 
and activate / deactivate  
existing stores. 
30018 arif 1 Functional Modify store page will allow admin to 
change profile and account 
 information of store accounts. 
30020 ali 1 Functional It should appear list of stores in drop 
down menu that's selection 
 will result store's details. 
30022 ali 1 Functional Search Orders page content is listed 
in description sheet. 
30023 ali 1 Functional It should be possible to search orders 
by providing parameters  
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 like start and end date, store, supplier 
etc. 
30024 ali 1 Functional Possible statistics reports are listed 
Orders/store, Orders/supplier and 
Orders/product. 
30025 ali 1 Functional It should be able to search records for 
selected statistics type  
and store type. 
30026 ali 1 Functional Advertisement content type will help 
admin to easily upload,  
modify, or delete advertisements. 
30027 ali 1 Functional Advertising page should have 20 fields 
to select banners/adds.  
Advertisement will be a movie clip or a 
still banner (some image). 
30028 ali 1 Functional On Mailing page admin will be able to 
filter and select specific users, and 
send mail.  
30030 ali 1 Functional After selecting some option, it should 
display contact lists 
according to option. 
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A P P E N D I X  B :  S U P P L I E R  D E V E L O P M E N T  
 
B.1 File: Taxonmy_permissions.install 
Install file consists of two functions that execute during module’s installation and un-
installation.  Database query on line 8 alters the existing Drupal table by adding a new 
column to store permission values. Reverse query is on line 17 to delete column on 
module un-installation.  
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B.2 File: Taxonomy_permissions.module 
This file describes the implementation of taxonomy permissions. Details about taxonomy 
permissions can be read from section 4.5. This module file contains three functions that 
activate on some specific event. The first one, taxonomy_permission_form_alter() 
activates when a web form appears on the screen to add a new taxonomy. It renders an 
extra field called “Permission” to that form. 
Second function taxonomy_permission_altfrm_submit() activates when the user submits 
the form to create a taxonomy.  Line 33 & 37 calls the third function 
taxonomy_permission_change_child() to re-calculate permissions for sub-categories and 
store in the database.  Line 46 is a database query that sets permission for each category.  
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B.3 File: Uc_Catalog.pages.inc 
This code is the application of taxonomy and product permission rules. Details about this 
module can be read from section 4.5. From line 117 to line 131 is a SQL query that gets 
a filtered list of products according to product & category’s permissions and user 
relationship types. 
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B.4 File: private_catalog.module 
Private catalog module is the code that generates a new catalog for newly generated user 
and switches it when that user is login. It also makes sure that the catalog is only visible 
to the particular user or its related customer. Details about the private catalog can be read 
from section 4.6. This module consists of different functions that activate on particular 
events, for example on user registration, login, etc.  
In function private_catalog_user(), there are different conditions. On line 4, if user 
logins, then it checks either the user already exists or newly registered. If the user is new, 
it creates a catalog otherwise switch existing catalog for that user. The second condition 
is on line 48, if some customer is going to view the supplier’s page. If the store has a 
relationship with a supplier, it sets the catalog that belongs to that supplier.  
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B.5 File: search.php 
File search module is used to search products. This functionality is shared for both 
Supplier and Store section. Details about the product search module can be read from 
section 4.7.  This module consists of a single-function  product_search() to generate a list 
of filtered products. Line 41 to 54 is a SQL query that fetches a list of products. Line 26 
to 39 is an implementation of product permission and relationships.  
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A P P E N D I X  C :  A D M I N  D E V E L O P M E N T  
 
C.1 Relationships Module 
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C.2 Reports Module 
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A P P E N D I X  D :   D E P L O Y M E N T  
 
D.1 Web Server 
Different software applications are use to enable a hardware machine to work as a server 
that fulfills requests from other machines. This project requires a web server application to 
execute the application and a database server to manage an application’s database.  
Apache web server was installed on “Web Server1” so that it can host web application. 
These are some commands to install “Apache”. Given command will install HTTP server 
that will be able to handle HTTP requests. 
# yum install httpd 
“HTTPD” is a simple web server use for static websites. To deploy Drupal project, it 
requires at least PHP 5.2 to run without any error. 
These commands are used to download required packages. 
# rpm -Uhv http://apt.sw.be/redhat/el5/en/i386/rpmforge/RPMS/rpmforge-release-0.3.6-
1.el5.rf.i386.rpm 
# rpm -Uvh http://download.fedora.redhat.com/pub/epel/5/i386/epel-release-5-
4.noarch.rpm 
# rpm -Uvh http://dl.iuscommunity.org/pub/ius/stable/Redhat/5/i386/ius-release-1.0-
6.ius.el5.noarch.rpm 
Command to install PHP 5.3 on HTTP server. 
# yum install php53u php53u-pear php53u-cli php53u-common php53u-gd 
# yum install php53u-mbstring php53u-mcrypt php53u-mysql php53u-soap 
# yum install php53u-xml php53u-xmlrpc php53u-bcmath 
After installation, HTTP service can be started using following command 
#service httpd start 
After installation these services on “web server1”, a folder structure (/var/www/html) 
appeared that is use to place web application files. 
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D.2 Database Server 
MySQL database management system or server application is used for this project that is 
fully compatible with Drupal. These are some commands are used to install and turn-on the 
database server. 
 
# yum install mysql-server mysql 
#service mysql start 
D.3 Application deployment 
Drupal was running on local machines during development, and it was having all 
configurations in the local database, it is very important to migrate from database structure 
and content. Database was exported in SQL format and transferred it to the database server 
using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) connection. Following steps shows how to export Drupal 
database structure in a file to deploy on remote database server. 
# mysql 
# use brandlink 
 #mysqldump brandlink >brandlink.sql 
 
After uploading “brandlink.sql” to server, following commands were feed to turn on the 
MYSQL command line interface and to import database, 
# mysql 
#create database brandlink 
# use brandlink 
# source brandlink.sql 
 
After the successfully migrating database, next step was to transfer all application files on 
the web server. Following steps shows how to put application files on the web server, 
1. Create a new directory under “/var/www/html” with application name. 
# mkdir brandlink 
2. Compress all application files on local machine using any program.  
3. Use any FTP to establish connection to server and put compressed project in 
/brandlink directory. 
4. Use PuTTY[x] to establish SSH[x] connection with server. 
5. Uncompress  project files using following command 
# unzip ./brandlink.zip 
 
Now all files are transferred successfully, now it is required to configure Drupal so that it 
knows on which machine its database is. Drupal configuration file can be found in 
/sites/default/. Following string can be written in “settings.php” file to register database 
server to Drupal, 
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$db_url = 'mysqli://root:root@192.168.4.16/brandlink'; 
After configuring and putting everything, now it was time to make some final test either it is 
accessible via internet using this url, [http://213.136.63.111/brandlink/]. 
	  
